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President’s
Perspective
By Gary Grimes

Our May Apache Lake
tournament has become my
favorite club tournament of the
year. As I consider the reasons
why, several things come to
mind. I guess first would have
to be the great fishing. The
lake holds such a large
quantity of quality fish, they are
all over the place, and every
team has a chance to catch a
quality bag of fish. Without a
doubt, I think Apache is the
most beautiful lake we fish; I
actually purchased a topo map
so I could ID some of the
mountains around the lake. Did
you know the north side of the
lake is the Four Peaks
Wilderness Area and the south
side of the lake is the
Superstition Wilderness Area.
Did you know the big bay
around Turtle Island is called
Matazal Bay?

Monthly Breakfast
Meeting
Deer Valley Airport
Restaurant
702 W. Deer Valley Rd
Phoenix, AZ
1st Wednesday of Each
Month 8:00 A.M.

Apache also has a great
campground area. Mature
mesquite trees provide ample
shade for us weary anglers,
but tend to be a bit messy in
April and May. I love how the
campground is on eye level
with the lake, which makes it
easy to walk over and jump in
the water and cool off after a
hot day of fishing. The camping
spots are pretty level and flat,
and overall close enough
together to make it easy to
walk over and enjoy a cold
beer with a friend, or bring a
cold beer to a new club
member and welcome him to
the group. Yep, that’s my
favorite part, just relaxing with
the guys after a great day of
fishing.

EDITOR: TERRY TASSIN

Jeff Mabr y (1 s t
Place
Tuesday): I first would like to
say thanks to Dick Monell for
being a joy to spend 8 hours
with. We laughed all day and
regardless if we won or not we
had fun. I hope Dick had as
good a time as I did.

1st Place Tuesday
Dick Monell & Jeff Mabry

I fished the MBC Seniors
championship on Apache the
April 14 & 15, 2013
Friday and Saturday prior to our
By Terry Tassin
tournament, so I was pretty
This was our “make-up” familiar with the way the lake
tournament for the February was fishing. I had found some
event at Bartlett that was nice fish the weekend prior and
cancelled due to very adverse was hoping that it would hold up
weather conditions. A club first for our tournament. Honestly,
of fishing two days back-to- my spots did produce fish, but
back is over and the results are not the quality I was seeing the
in the record book. The Bass weekend prior - except for the
Bites angler report format is a big one. As for her, I had been
little different this month so do fishing the same area for a while
not get confused while reading and happened to see some nice
the ‘catching’ reports from the marks on my graph. I assumed
winners. I’ll still stick a few they were Carp, but thought I
photos in convenient locations. would throw back over them just

Lake Apache

“We Practice Catch and Release”
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in case. Like most of my fish
there wasn’t any bite, just some
weight, I assumed I was
snagged until I felt a small
move and set the hook. I had
been catching plenty of 3 and 4
pound fish, but I knew instantly
this one was bigger. I hollered
to Dick to ‘get the net this is a
good one’. She pulled drag a
couple of times and gave me a
bit of a struggle, but we didn’t
have any issues netting her.
She was our 5th fish for the day
around 9 AM. We were mainly
fishing flats or submerged
structure with deep water close
by. All of my quality fish were
caught on a Lou Hirlemann
shaky head jig with a green
pumpkin worm.
Due to the scale issues the
weights won’t reflect it, but I
would like to acknowledge Gary
Grimes & Mark Durben for their
bag of fish for the day. He had

Next Meeting
Next Tournament
Our next club general meeting
is scheduled for Wednesday,
5 June starting at 8:00 AM, at
Deer
Valley
Airport
Restaurant (just one mile
north of I-101 at the
intersection of 7th Ave & Deer
Valley Road). We hope you
will come early and have
breakfast together.
T h e n e x t c lu b p o in t s
tournament will be at Lake
Saguaro on 19 June 2013.
Club launch headquarters and
weigh-in location will be
announced. Tournament hours
are Safe Light to 11 AM Special Summer Hours.

a much better overall bag
than we did, and it took
catching a nearly nine pound
fish to only beat him by a
pound or so. I know it was
one of his best tournament
bags and I think it should be
acknowledged. Nice Job Gary
and Mark! There were several
other good sacks that also
won’t be acknowledged. I
would also like to say nice job
to Mike Edgar. He and his
partners put together two real
quality days on Apache!
John
Belden
(1 st
Pl
Wednesday): First I would
like to thank both Mark Poe
and Mike Edgar for two great
days of fishing. They were
both awesome boaters and
great guys.
Mike and I decided to crank
early. This really paid off and
we had a limit by 6:15. We
then went to water that I
fished the day before and had
lost two big fish. We fished

this area and continued to
upgrade all day. About 1:00
PM we had a double hookup.
Mike had a 5 and I had about
a 4 pounder. Mike called for
the net but I had my hands full
and couldn't help; I was using
a drop shot with 6# line and
couldn't put the rod down.
Mike landed his own fish
(which was over 5#) and then
netted mine. I guess everyone
on the lake heard us
screaming. Besides crankbaits
most of my fish came from a
drop shot with morning dawn.
What a great day with a great
partner!

1st Place Wednesday
Mike Edgar & John Belden

The Rules
By Gary Grimes
Culling of fish, three things to remember.
*You can’t cull after the stop of the tournament. This might seem
like a no brainer, but a couple of years ago I fished with a guy
who miscounted the fish we had on board his boat; we ended up
with 6 fish in the boat at the end of the tournament. Too late to
cull at that point.
*No culling of fish is allowed within fifty (50) yards of the ramp.
Sometimes the ramps can hold lots of fish. If you happen to be
fishing the tournament launch ramp, catch a fish, and are lucky
enough to be able to cull, make sure you idle at least 50 yards
(150 feet) away before culling. At Apache I was not sure of this
rule, and thought the entire no wake area might be a no-cull
area, so we would idle beyond the buoys to cull our fish, just to
be safe.
*No culling of dead fish is allowed. If you have a floater in your
livewell, you cannot cull it, you have to keep it and weigh it.
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Michael Edgar (4th Place
Tuesday & 1st Wednesday): I
fished with Keith Zimmerman
on Tuesday and had a great
day finishing 4th under the
‘great scale controversy’. We
threw Texas rigged tubes and
drop shots on the flats in the
morning and on steep ledges
after 12 noon. I really enjoyed
fishing with Keith. He really
knows his way around the
lakes which is a benefit to any
boater.
Wednesday I drew Doc
Belden; we had a great day
with no controversy with the
scales. Both our fish on day
one came after 12 PM. We
made a plan while waiting for
take off in the morning. Go to
the steep cliffs where I caught
two nice fish on Tuesday and
throw crank baits. Although on
Tuesday all I could catch on
cranks was blue gills and
yellows. Doc tied on an 8-10
foot diving crank and I tied on
a shallow square bill. We
started catching nice fish right
away, both baits worked well
and we had 4 good fish in the
boat before the sun came-up
over the hill. I got cocky and
tried to swing our 5th fish into
the boat and it got off. It was a
small fish anyway and we
would have had to spend time
culling it later - that's the story I
told Doc. Crank bite stopped
as soon as the sun hit the
water. We caught several other
fish through out the morning on
drop shot and tubes culling

Membership
As of May 17, 2013 the
Midweek Bass Anglers of
Arizona consists of 79 active
members.

some and just throwing some
back. We headed for Doc’s
spot around 12 noon. We
caught a few more and then
the real fun started. I set the
hook on a solid fish yelled to
Doc to get the net; he yelled
back ‘can’t, I have a nice one
on!’ The net was on the floor in
the net holder (Ranger guys
know where this is). Rod in one
hand trying to get the net out, I
had already seen the fish! I hit
the fish in the head with the
net, and then totally missed it!
Finally got the fish in the boat.
Dropped the fish on the floor to
net Doc’s fish. Hit Doc’s fish in
the head with the net (think I
need to work on my netting
skills) finally got Doc’s fish in
the boat! Awesome 2 fish - a 5
and a 4 pounder. We culled 2
nice fish and fished out the rest

of the day. Most of you already
know that Doc is a great draw.
I had a great two days of
fishing and it was a team effort
both days; I could not have
caught the fish I did with out
Keith and Doc.

4th Place Tuesday
Mike Edgar & Keith Zimmerman

Keith Zimmerman (4th Pl
Tuesday): Here are my

“You didn’t notice what that guy was usin’
for bait, by an chance did you?”
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thoughts on the Apache
tournament. I had a great time
fishing my second tournament.
Thanks to Tom Alauria for
inviting me to go up Sunday to
have some time to prefish and
hang out. I really enjoyed
exchanging fish "tales" with
everyone. The potluck was fun
and I'm sorry not everyone was
able to be there to enjoy the
stories passed around and the
cookout Tuesday night was
excellent. I truly enjoyed fishing
with Mike Edgar the first day
and even got him to use a drop
shot and pitch a jig! He was
willing to fish an area I
suggested and we actually did
pretty well. My day two boater,
Tom Berry, and I decided to
"swing for the fences", but
learned we needed more
batting practice. Strike outs are
not fun, but they didn't catch us
frozen at the plate. All in all, it
was a great getaway. Met
some very interesting guys and
enjoyed myself immensely.
Tony
Medina
(2 n d
Pl
Tuesday): I arrived at Apache
on Sunday morning about
10:00 AM. Hal Hensey rode up
with me to the lake. We started
by securing a campsite that
would accommodate my new
2013 model porta-shower. It
turned a few heads when some
of the guys first saw it, but it
worked great; we enjoyed a
n ic e ref re s h in g s h o we r
everyday after a hard day of
fishing. After securing our
campsite we got on the water
for some pre-fishing. The first
order of business was to find
Hal’s partner for Tuesday’s
tournament, Jerry Askam, who
we found just below Turtle
Island. As it turned out we

brought him good luck as he
proceeded to set the hook on
his first fish of the day on a
crank bait and as hard as he
tried he couldn’t shake it off so
I wouldn’t see it, but anyway he
pulled up a nice bass.

2nd Place Tuesday
Tony Medina “Shower Man”

After transferring Hal and all
his gear we went our separate
ways, so he couldn’t see any of
my hot spots. However, Hal did
manage to catch a 5+ while
fishing with Jerry on Sunday.
I pretty much ran the lake on
Sunday looking at some of the
old spots I’d fished last year. I
was fishing solo on Tuesday,
so I had to see what looked
promising. I got real lucky last
year by winning the
tournament with nineteen
pounds. On Monday I tried
several baits and caught some
fish, so that gave me a starting
point for Tuesday.
When I got back to camp I
turned the generator on and
started recharging my batteries
for Tuesday and found out one
of my batteries wouldn’t take
the charge. I thought maybe it
was either the battery or the
on-board charger, I even tried
my manual charger and it

wouldn’t charge, so I thought I
was going to struggle on only
one battery when I went to
bed. At 2:30 AM Tuesday I
woke up and realized what the
problem was. It was an inline
fuse on that battery, so I got up
and woke Hal who was
sleeping on the boat deck; I
had to pull my batteries out so I
could replace the inline fuse,
which I did. By then it was 3:00
AM and people were getting
up, so I fired up the generator
and plugged it in and my
battery was saved.
During the tournament I ran the
lake all the way up to the dam
and caught fish all over.
Fishing solo allowed me to run
and gun and cover a lot of
water, most of my fish came on
dropshot rigs with Robo Worms
and creature baits.
The pot luck was great on
Monday with great fajitas,
tacos, chicken, ham, and other
goodies provided by the
members. The club sponsored
Tuesday cookout was well
attended and everyone had all
they could eat. I’d like to
express a huge thanks to
Lionel for lending me his
Honda generator, without it I
would have been dead in the
water.

Goon Fish Pot Tuesday
Gary Senft
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Gary Senft (Goon Fish Pot):
On Tuesday I am sure all of
you want to know how I caught
that monster carp; it was on a
small Storm swim bait fished
on the bottom in 10 feet of
water.
Gary
Senft
(2nd
Pl
Wednesday): On Wednesday
morning Mark Royal and I
started just up from the ramp
throwing spinnerbaits – but
caught no fish. I then started
throwing Senko's in a
watermelon black flake color. I
caught a couple of 3 pounders
in 15 minutes. Mark was using
a small reaper on his drop shot
rig. We stayed with that for a
couple of hours till we got a
good limit, then we went to the
flats by the ramp where we
only caught 2 fish in an hour.
We went to the steep bank
across from Turtle Island and
fished that back to the ramp
up-grading our limit. Mark was
easy to fish with but he had
never fished Apache Lake
before. The day went fast for
us because we caught fish all
day. Senko's, reapers, Carolina
rigs, and baby brush hogs
that’s - what we caught them
on.

2nd Place Wednesday
Gary Senft & Mark Royal

Mark
Royal
(2nd
Pl
Wednesday): Fishing with
Gary Senft was terrific. I was
able to watch a master drop
shotter at work. While I caught
some fish, the little reaper I fell
back on was catching smaller
fish and not a single one made
the cull. The Carolina rigged
brush hog that I used let me
down, as well as the chatter
bait I tried in the morning. With
about 30 minutes left to fish
Gary saw me catch a fish in a
spot that he had tried first and
decided to try the reaper.
Although he soon caught a
small fish, he quickly went back
to the brush hog he was using
and caught what was likely our
biggest fish at 20 minutes
before tournament check-in.

anywhere from 7-25 feet
depending on the time of day. I
think we only had 8-10 fish the
whole day but they were all
quality fish. Gary caught the
first 4 bass, and then I caught
4 in a row.

Gary Grimes (3rd Pl Tuesday):
Had a great day fishing with
Mark Durben. We fished
primarily with C-rigs in 5-15 feet
of water, not a lot of bites, but
the few we got were quality
fish. Our last cull of the day was
a 3.4 lb fish, but unfortunately
for me this turned out to be my
big fish on day two. We fished 6
spots, and worked them very
slowly and methodically, in
order to be there when the fish
turned on. Had a great time and
looking forward to more fun
times.

Gary Martlage (5 th Pl
Tuesday): I fished with
Christian Borucki. Since he is
half the age of my oldest
daughter, I decided to let him
show me his skills. He told me
he had learned to bass fish
"real quick and good!” To tell
you the truth, I re-named him
Christian Quick! The "good"
part was there also, but I don't
trust anyone with two last
names! (That is a joke!).

Ma rk
Dur be n
(3 r d
Pl
Tuesday): I had the opportunity
to fish with Gary Grimes for the
second time and we had a
great time. I enjoy fishing with
Gary because he fishes hard,
yet knows how to enjoy the day
as well. We spent the majority
of the day fishing Carolina rigs
with brush hogs (pumpkin) on a
variety of flats or reefs

3rd Place Tuesday
Gary Grimes & Mark Durben

We started out the first few
hours without a fish, and then
Christian caught the first one.
He commented on how much
the pressure was "off" finally
getting the first fish in the boat.
Well, that must be his hot
button. He started catching fish
after that. I believe we had a
limit by the next hour (I only
contributed one of the five).
Christian and I continued to
catch fish on the deep sloped
banks, culled out a few, and
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had a wonderful fishing day. He
was a real pleasure to fish with.

3rd Place Wednesday
Dwayne Steel & Gary Martlage

Gary Martlage
(3 r d
Pl
Wednesday): Fished with
Dwayne Steel. Do I need to say
more? Well, after we got all the
B/S out on how, who, when, and
where we were going to catch
fish, we looked at the time and it
was 10:30 and we had not even
had a bluegill bite! Hearing
rumors that we were the "team
to beat" on Wednesday, I
reminded "D" we had not even
had a bite, let alone any water in
the live well! Five minutes later, I
heard a grunt, looked up, and
saw a serious nod from my
partner with a rod bent in half!
Excitedly, I grabbed the net, and
put the 4 1/2 lb beauty in the
net. We were off! Steel boated
another one in 10 minutes,
moved down to the next point,
and stuck another! I complained
to him the aerator was not
working properly. He traded
positions to check it out and I
stuck another 4 and a 3 on the
next consecutive casts! It's
enjoyable to yell at a 65 year old
man on his belly in the back of
the boat to "GET THE NET, ITS
A PIG”! We, of course, laughed
and laughed for the next hour. I

caught one more, but it would
not cull, and that was it for
the day.
Six legitimate bites for 6 fish,
with no "lost the big one"
story. It was a fantastic day
of good company on the
water with a class act
fisherman. I am a better man
today, having spent time on
the lake with Dwayne. Of
course,
that's
what
MIDWEEK is all about, right?
Jerry
Askam
(5 th
Pl
Wednesday): I had the
pleasure of fishing with Dick
Kirberg on day 2 at Apache.
After a poor first day I was in
‘change the game plan’ mode
and Dick had some good
suggestions
that
we
implemented. We started by
seeing if there was a reaction
bite by throwing cranks and
landed a couple of early fish
which were ultimately our first
to be culled. After not getting
the bite we had hoped for we
moved to the flats and break
along the West side of the
lake and fished these areas
the rest of the day. Dick
threw a "chigger craw" on a
darter head and I threw a
Carolina
rig
with
a
watermelon Zoom Super
Hog. We had some good
conversation and both caught
some quality fish on our
respective rigs. Dick caught
our big fish - a 3.90 lb
largemouth - and I had one in
that size range or a little
bigger come unbuttoned on a
big jump near the boat. We
had a lot of fun and it was a
very enjoyable day on the
water. As I remarked to Dick
as we threw back our last fish

that weighed 2 1/4 lbs near the
end of the tourney, "it's a good
day on an Arizona lake when
you're throwing back 2 pound
plus fish because they're not big
enough".

5th Place Wednesday
Dick Kirberg & Jerry Askam

Dick
Kirberg
(5th
Pl
Wednesday): Jerry and I
started throwing crank baits first
thing in the morning, catching
our first 2 keepers. After this bite
stopped, we went to the flats the
rest of the day. We culled the
first 2 fish and continued to get
our limit, culling a few more later
in the day. The lure of choice
was a drop shot using a pink
worm, shaky heads with green
Chigger Craws, and Carolina
rigs using green lizards in 14' to
20' of water.
Tuesday
Tournament Statistics
Forty-Three men fished 9 hours
each, bringing 114 keeper bass
to the scales for a total weight of
208.69 pounds with a 4.85
pound average total catch per
fisherman. The average weight
of each fish was 1.83 lbs. All but
five fish were released back into
the lake after weigh-in to fight
again another day.
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Wednesday
Tournament Statistics
Forty-Two men fished 9 hours
each, bringing 91 keeper bass to
the scales for a total weight of
223.33 pounds with a 5.31 pound
a ve ra ge to ta l ca t ch pe r
fisherman. The average weight of
each fish was 2.45 lbs. All but
one fish were released back into
the lake after weigh-in to fight
again another day.

Treasure Chest
By John Milkint. Treasurer

Two tournaments in two days
mean lots of checks to be written
to the top anglers. I'll probably
get writers cramp and I'm certain
all members will feel sorry for this
dilemma. One of the big winners
may even agree to buy my
breakfast at the June meeting.
I'm just waiting for that gesture,
as it would be a first.
Let's start with Apache Tuesday,
where Jeff Mabry (Mayberry to
some) and Dick Monell share
$1,076 with the 5 lb pot
accumulation, tournament 1st
place, and 1st big fish. A great
payday guys!
Tony Medina, who fished solo
Tuesday, has no co-angler to
share the 2nd place prize money
of $272.
The club President Gary Grimes
and Mark Durben came in 3rd
place on Tuesday and share
$182.
Fourth place prize money of $90
went to Mike Edgar and Keith
Zimmerman.
Christian

Borucki

and

Gary

Martlage share
money of $60.

5th

place

Tuesday Second big fish, which
weighed in at 3.64 lbs and was
worth $168, went to Ken
Kennedy and David Baca.
Last, but not least, was the
Goon Fish prize of $210 for a
carp weighing 11.80 pounds.
Gary Senft was fishing solo and
will be pocketing the entire
amount.
Now, lets look at Apache
Wednesday where the winning
team of Mike Edgar and John
(Doc) Belden won the 5 lb pot,
1st place overall, and 1st big
fish. Mike caught the 5.52 lb
bass and Doc was not in the 5
lb pot so Mike collects the
$190. That pot lasted only 24
hours, perhaps a club record.
They will be splitting the
remaining $656.
Gary Senft and Mark Royal
came in second with a weight
of 15.51 lbs and win $272.
2nd big fish (4.16 lbs) and third
place has Dwayne Steel and
Gary Martlage splitting $350.
Clinton Bell and Hal Hensey
had a 4th place finish and
share $90.
The 5th place finish went to
Jerry Askam and Dick Kirberg
for a total of $60.
With a catfish weighing 4.18 lbs
worth $210, the goon fish pot
goes to Jamie Shaw and Mark
Durben.
The total payout for the two
Apache tournaments was

$3,886. That's a lot of check
writing. Refer to the first
paragraph.

Weighing-In
By Jack Hughes, Tmx Di-

First, I am sad to announce
that long time member Ralph
Skelly has been told he has
stage 4 cancer and will be
entering hospice this week.
Richey Lapointe has told me
Ralph has accepted his
condition and has taken care
of all the arrangements for
the inevitable. Richey has
advised me he has spent
hours reliving every fishing
trip they enjoyed over the
years. I am sure Ralph would
like to relive a few with
others he has fished with.
Ralph’s cell phone - 602819-1937 - is still working
and he always has it with him
so take a few minutes and let
him know we all appreciate
all he did to help the club and
what a good man he is.
Ralph we will miss you!
Ralph’s boat and Cadillac
are for sale on Craig’s list.
Let me remind everyone that
for the June tournament
only, you need to contact
Terry Tassin for any
changes after the draw at our
monthly meeting. Lou
Hirlemann will be the acting
tournament director. I will be
with John Milkint and Gary
Grimes fishing for Northern
Pike and Walleyes in NW
Ontario, Canada.
MBA
has
received
notification from Tonto
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National Forest that the Forest
Service has tested a number of
procedures for defining
restricted areas with-in marinas
for tournament fishing. Testing
was done at Lake Shasta, CA in
conjunction with various bass
fishing organizations, including
the FLW, boat owners and
marina managers and all have
agreed to a new standardized
procedure for fishing in marinas.
This procedure has been
adopted by the Forest Service
and will be standard language in
every permit issued by the
Forest Service nationally no
matter who the permit is issued
to.
All future permits will state no
fishing in marinas within 100 feet
of slips, docks, refueling areas
and designated swimming
areas. That does NOT mean
you can be outside of 100 feet
and cast in to the area. It does
mean you cannot have a lure
within 100 feet of any docks,
slips, refueling points etc.
Standardization is long overdue
in my opinion. The fact the
Forest Service worked with all
the above to come to an
agreement showed they were
trying to represent all of the
users of our national resources.
I understand some clubs and
fishermen may not be happy
with the new rules. Personally I
believe it is a policy that as bass
fishermen we can live with. As I
have told members who have
objected to the new rule, get
used to it because it is not the
club’s rules but the law for
tournament fishing within
National Forest. Six days before
our tournaments at Apache we
received a written notice of the
change for our Apache permits, I

might also add it did reduce
the size of the off limit areas
that were listed in our
original permits.
Both Apache tournaments
are in the book and I think
all had a great time. Putting
on two tournaments in two
days
requires
an
exponential amount of work
over one tournament.
Thankfully, a large number
of members had stepped up
to help out; to all those
people thank you.
Our club has a great
reputation with our permit
issuers for the way we
conduct tournaments and
how our members conduct
themselves during the
tournament.
Good
reputations are quickly lost if
we do not abide by their
rules. Our good reputation is
one of the reasons we were
able to get a second permit
for Apache in four days not
four months which is now
the norm. However, if it was
not for the efforts of every
member on the board we
would have tarnished that
reputation after the last two
months tournaments. At
Alamo and Apache the
board members went
through the camp site and
policed-up coke and beer
cans, paper towels, plastic
bottles, and plastic bags
from the camp grounds after
all the club members had
left for home (the only
disappointment will be from
the Disabled Vets because
all chairs were taken home
from Apache and we have
none to donate). I am

asking everyone in the future to
please leave your camp site in a
better condition than when you
got there. If we do they (camp
ground management) will be
happy to have us back not
dragging their feet in making
sure we have permits.
The second tournament at
Apache this month was brought
about because of the
cancellation of the Bartlett
tournament due to weather
conditions in February. This past
week I learned that B.A.S.S.
Masters
Tournament
organization has a new safety
policy
for
cancelling
tournaments due to heavy winds
and it received 100% approval
from its tour members. The
policy is simple - when winds
are forecasted to be 25 mph
with gust 35 mph or more they
will delay the tournament one
day. Cancellation will be made
based on forecast not later than
12 hours prior to start time.
B.A.S.S. management was not
the one who instigated this
policy. It was the touring pros
who wanted it and got it
primarily for safety reasons.
When you think of how much
money it cost to delay a
tournament one day at that level
due to contracts with cities, TV,
marinas, aircraft, permits and
hotels it is clear the
professionals of our sport think
more of safety than money. I
want to make it very clear we
are NOT proposing that for our
club just making members
aware there is always constant
change at all levels.
Finally, believe it or not, the
request for permits for 2014 is
right around the corner. We will
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be required to submit our
permits for 2014 on 1
October 2013. Permits for
2014 will not be the same
as in the past, there will be
major changes outside of
club
control
and
unfortunately we do not
know which of the
proposed changes will take
effect if any.
Additionally, there is a
movement to restrict the
number of tournament
boats on a lake each week
which will happen to some
degree in 2014 in federally
managed lakes. For
example a lake may be
restricted
to
400
tournament boats a week.
If a tournament gets a
permit for 100 boats for
four days - like happens at
Havasu often - then there
are no permits for other
clubs. By fishing on
Wednesday we have only
one time in the past two
years had to bid against
another club for a permit on
a
W ednesday.
One
example that may affect us
is Apache which may be
limited to 150 boats a
week. The current rule is
not more than two clubs,
35 boats each day. Again,
these changes are not in
effect yet and are only
proposed
but
it
is
something
members
should be aware of. During
the next several months I
plan on sending out as
much information as we
have on the different lakes
and issues to inform all the
members before each
member votes on the 2014

schedule. As an example the
long range forecast for water in
Alamo shows the lake has the
potential to reach an all-time low
for stored water. Do the
members want to schedule it
twice with so little water? What I
plan on doing is covering each
lake’s pluses and minuses with
the best information we can
obtain. Also do the members
want another two day
tournament and if so where and
when. I would like to also hear
from the members what they are
thinking about how to make
2014 a great fishing adventure
for the club.

Photo
Scrapbook
Lake
Apache–
May 14-15,
2013
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Midweek Bass Anglers of Arizona - 2013 Board of Directors and Committee Chairmen
Board of Directors
PRESIDENT

VICE PRESIDENT

Gary Grimes

623-203-7436

SECRETARY

Lou Hirlemann

480-272-0050

TREASURER

Terry Tassin

623-931-1546

John Milkint

480-298-0728

TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR

Jack Hughes

480-510-7779

Committee / Chairmen
PROGRAMS

NEWSLETTER EDITOR

Lou Hirlemann

Terry Tassin

TOURNAMENT COMMITTEE Jack Hughes-Chairman
Gary Grimes, Terry Tassin, Lou Hirlemann, John Milkint
RAFFLE COMMITTEE - - Lionel Frailey

ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE

Lou Hirlemann
CONSERVATION/LEGISLATIVE - Vacant

Access Midweek Bass Anglers Internet Web Site at: http://www.midweekbassaz.com/

Welcome to New
Midweek Bass Anglers
Since the Last Newsletter

Official Supplier of

George Cobasky (NB)
Christian Borucki (B)
Sound Off
Let us hear from you. The newsletter is your Individuals wishing to purchase a club shirt or
Apparel
vehicle for communicating and sharing with cap can orderClub
directly from our provider - M & J
other members.
Trophies & Apparel, 10802 N. 43rd Ave,
IndividualsArizona.
wishing See
to purchase
a club shirt or
Glendale,
their ad above.
Many of you have things to say, opinions to cap can order directly from our provider - M & J
Trophies & Apparel, 10802 N. 43rd Ave,
share.
Glendale, Arizona. See their ad above.

Contact the Editor who would be delighted to
hear from you.

Best Wishes and Happy Birthday
Born in June
Dick Alves
Steve Bowlin
Gary Grimes
Steve Harbaugh
Ken Kennedy
Tony Medina
Dick Monell

Midweek Bass Anglers 2013
Tournament Schedule

16 January
20 February
20 March
17 April
14 May
15 May
19 June
17 July
21 August
18 September
16 October
20 November

Roosevelt
Bartlett [ Cnxl]
Havasu
Alamo
Apache [Feb resked]
Apache
Saguaro
Bartlett
Saguaro
Roosevelt
Martinez
Alamo

